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Although it has taken on the status of a cult classic, Austin Tappas Wright’s Islandia (1942) has received very little critical attention and has only rarely been discussed within the context of utopias. Indeed, there has been little agreement on how to identify the novel’s genre.​[1]​ The Signet edition declares it to be a “great classic of utopian fantasy and epic adventure,” although the novel constantly revises and debates its own status.
Born in 1883, Wright began constructing Islandia, his imaginary land in the southern hemisphere, around 1908 and, again speculatively, probably composed his novel during the 1920s. He held chairs in law at the universities of California and Pennsylvania, specializing in maritime law until his career was cut short by a car accident in 1931.​[2]​ On his death he left behind two extensive manuscripts, one, “close to six hundred thousand words,” of the novel, and another of 167,000 words entitled Islandia: History and Description, by Jean Perrier, First French Consul at Islandia, translated by John Lang, published in The City, Islandia, in 1909, so far unpublished.​[3]​ The manuscript of the novel was typed up and edited by Wright’s mother, the novelist Mary Tappan Wright, and further edited by his daughter Sylvia Wright with help from Mark Saxton, an editor at Farrar and Rinehart, who published the novel in 1942.​[4]​ In addition, Wright’s brother, the geographer John Kirtland Wright, devised maps of Islandia included in the novel’s text.
Islandia traces the fortunes of John Lang, a member of a New York commercial family who in 1907 secures appointment as the first American consul to serve in Islandia. His experiences there gradually induce disenchantment with American culture, although he does return to the USA after performing his duties in the other country. Unable to settle back into American life, he convinces his fiancée Gladys to emigrate with him and the novel concludes with them setting up their new home. In a brief preamble Lang befriends an Islandian named Dorn at Harvard and so in its opening pages the novel follows the method W.D. Howells’ A Traveler from Altruria (1894), where a visitor from another culture patiently questions all the cultural values the narrator takes for granted, starting with the convention of not helping servants in their duties. He explains how Altruria is an island where the materialism of late nineteenth-century America (the “Accumulation”) has been transformed into Christian altruism during the “Evolution.”​[5]​ Dorn resembles this visitor in being virtually indistinguishable from other Americans in speech and appearance. The only difference in their behaviour reflects their ignorance of social customs like the obligation of Harvard newcomers to play football. The theme of difference is thus established, which will be pursued dialogically throughout Islandia.

Islands and Mapping
Islandia was originally conceived as an island, then subsequently modified into a sub-continent. Imaginary islands were something of a preoccupation in the Wright family. On the death of the father, the classicist and archaeologist John Henry Wright, in 1908, it was discovered that he had devised an island with a map dividing it into five areas: Horace, Ruskin, Milton, Bacon and Calvin.​[6]​ Similarly John Kirtland Wright, probably under the influence of Islandia, composed the island realm of Cravay, situated on another planet, which has been described as “more geographical than literary. It was mapped and re-mapped at varying scales according to the most advanced cartographical methods of the time; road and rail networks were developed; towns and villages grew and declined; and political boundaries were changed continually.”​[7]​ This serial re-composition was a form of selective projection: “Wright distilled in Cravay the facets of reality that piqued his imagination: exploration, landscape, and war.”​[8]​ Helped by his older brother Austin, he supplemented his cartography with a history of Cravay in 1903and later recorded that the whole exercise had been triggered by the Spanish-American War of 1898, which “enlarged the historical and geographical outlook of the American nation – and mine.”​[9]​
Of John Kirtland Wright’s maps for Islandia, the one headed “The Karain Peninsula 1907” is a political map, showing Islandia as small independent region in the south with most of the Sobo Steppes shaded as a German possession, with the area framed on the one side as British and on the other as French. The map thus firmly situates Islandia within the context of colonization. Elsewhere, John Wright’s discussion of the role of geography in history takes as a starting-point the identification of what he calls “physiographic regions,” not dissimilar to the notion of cultural areas proposed by Ursula Le Guin’s father, the anthropologist Alfred L. Kroeber.​[10]​ The second depiction of Islandia is a relief map showing the mountain range which serves as a natural border to the north, separating the country from the Sobo Steppes. It also demonstrates the use of rivers as boundaries to regions and how in many cases the tracks or roads follow the courses of rivers, lessons gradually learnt by the narrator of Islandia as he moves around the terrain.
John Wright’s geographical interests have an even closer relevance to his brother’s novel. In his 1946 presidential address to the Association of American Geographers entitled “Terrae Incognitae: The Place of the Imagination in Geography,” the former examines the psychological pull of such unknown regions. From primeval times, he argues, curiosity has drawn humanity “toward the lands beyond the range,” using the latter term as a means of conflating geographical expanse and imaginative reach. “Range” could denote a natural boundary like mountains, but also suggests a limit to territorial knowledge. Wright goes even further by arguing that “the imagination [...] projects itself into terrae incognitae and suggests routes for us to follow.”​[11]​ Space, in short, invites a form of cognitive mapping
Wright proposes the term “geosophy” to draw together a range of different cultural perceptions. It involves at once the “study of geographical knowledge from any or all points of view” and “covers the geographical ideas, both true and false of all manner of people [including] novelists and painters, Bedouins and Hottentots.”​[12]​ The concept is clearly designed to assimilate culturally diverse perspectives but also forms part of a broader argument that a terra incognita need not be remote. It could just as easily characterize the Maine interior, which Wright surveyed, as the African interior or the South Seas. In the novel’s preamble, Lang and Dorn cruise along the coast of Maine before they separately depart for Islandia. When Lang’s uncle tells him “Islandia is off the map for the present” (731), he is reminding him of that country’s temporary exclusion from world trade networks. However, Lang’s exploration of that country constitutes a complex process of cultural mapping similar to John Wright’s notion of geosophy.
Wright’s original conception of Islandia is retained in its name. The country is as it were “islanded” by its position and also contains a number of key locations in the form of islands such as the Dorn farm and The City. In the History and Description of Islandia we are told how the latter’s buildings strike the newcomer as “rising like an island.”​[13]​ At the beginning of Part V of the novel, a chart by John Wright represents The City as an island, one which Lang is leaving at that point. Viewed from his boat, Islandia contracts to a vanishing point while “the steamer was a floating piece, all complete, of that occidental civilization which extends from eastern Europe west to San Francisco, with islands elsewhere all over the world” (715).
	Islands by definition raise the issue of connectedness or its opposite and for that reason in the course of his discussion of utopia Fredric Jameson declares, in the interests of conveying the “non-communicability or antagonism inherent in its component parts […] I propose to think of our autonomous and non-communicating Utopias […] as so many islands: a Utopian archipelago, islands in the net, a constellation of discontinuous centres.”​[14]​ Jameson’s general model is one of isolation, but, as we shall see, in Islandia is less a state of affairs than a central issue which the inhabitants debate. Around the turn of the century fantastic islands were caught up within the general opposition which informs Wright’s novel, namely a tension between separation and colonial appropriation. Surveying the Wright family papers in 1968, John Kirtland Wright stated: “an archive is a terra incognita, a mysterious island, more mysterious than a library.”​[15]​ His comparison echoes the English title of Jules Verne’s 1875 novel which describes American adventurers in the South Pacific discovering and naming Lincoln Island, thereby attempting to assimilate the new territory within the American sphere. This attempt fails when a volcano destroys the island. In contrast, The Island of Doctor Moreau (1896) describes a location used to establish a utopian laboratory for human experimentation. Wells’s focus is less on the political fate of the island so much as its status as a refuge for its scientist-ruler. His isolation is not only geographical but also moral, and precarious in that he is liable to intervention, if only from the castaway narrator. ​[16]​ 
	In the late nineteenth century narratives of the discovery of utopian worlds repeatedly frame their encounters within the context of exploration, where mapping confers accessibility and often appropriation by an imperial power. In William R. Bradshaw’s The Goddess of Atvatabar (1892), for example, a group of travellers sail towards the North Pole and descend through a gulf into an interior world where their telescopes reveal “oceans, continents, mountain ranges, lakes, cities, railroads, ships and buildings of all kinds spread like an immense map.”​[17]​ Bradshaw’s narrative traces out the ultimate imperial fantasy where the explorer-narrator not only discovers an advanced world with sophisticated aerial transport but also becomes its ruler by leading the inhabitants to defeat their enemies. Atvatabar embodies at once a utopia of enlightenment and also a source of unimagined mineral wealth. In his coda the narrator grandly promises a future based on the premise of imperial ownership: “We purpose to apply a liberal portion of the vast wealth of our kingdom to the pursuit of invention, art, and spirituality [...] It will be our purpose to extend to the utmost limits the empire of mind over matter in developing invention.”​[18]​ His language slips constantly between the material and the spiritual as if it is impossible for him to imagine cultural growth in terms other than the imperial acquisition of yet more space.
Landscape
Exactly what constitutes space in Islandia is a central issue for the novel. Wright’s scrupulous care to map out the internal terrain is matched by a total absence of specifics that would locate the country externally. In that respect Lang shares the anxieties of the narrator of Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s Herland (1915), who refuses geographical information about the newly-discovered country for fear of imperial consequences, declaring: “I haven't said where it was for fear some self-appointed missionaries, or traders, or land-greedy expansionists, will take it upon themselves to push in.”​[19]​ Islandia is already under threat from imperial expansion at the beginning of the novel and its inhabitants are defined racially against a “vast population of Negroes, primitive and savage” (21).​[20]​ Between the two lies a “rampart of mountains” (22) and a buffer zone of the Sobo Steppes, populated by the descendants of Arab invaders, now administered by the Germans.
Within these ethnic regions, Lang’s experience of Islandia consists of a series of encounters with the landscape so detailed that the novel has been praised for containing “some of the most convincing geographical descriptions in utopian literature.”​[21]​ Lang’s first impression is one of “ancientness, permanency, quiet” (41), followed by a more nuanced perception of difference. At one point early in his narrative he is walking through an autumnal patch of woodland, where the smell of the fallen leaves reminds him of New England, but then the landscape opens up and the analogy lapses:
The path turned left, out of the woods and through an arched gate, I saw a vista of broad pasture, infinite miles of level marsh, and level plain, and far haze, and snow mountains. This was not New England for it was too spacious, too immense, too aloof, empty, and indifferent; and when I set out across the grass, I became a mere dot upon it moving slowly – minute and lonely (139).
The gateway frames a perspective whose sheer extent challenges Lang’s capacity to make sense of it. He even inverts the perspective as if seeing himself from such a distance that he fears disappearing into the landscape. The fact that Lang makes his journeys around Islandia on foot, or horseback or by boat gives the narrative a leisurely pace which contrasts strikingly with the noise and speed of transport once he returns to the USA. A train journey to the coast insulates him from the sensory pleasures of travel. 
However, as the quotation above suggests, the novel traces out a complex interaction with the Islandia landscape, where he has to constantly revise his cultural bearings. Accordingly, when critics argue that Wright “recreates in Islandia the Swiss Alps, the university town of Oxford, the flat seascapes of Cape Cod,” the assertion is misleading because the intermittent comparisons with Devon, Norway and other locations mark stages in Lang’s gradual assimilation of Islandia.​[22]​ Initially he views places from the stance of “mere observer” (480). One town resembles a “medieval fortress in miniature” (112) while at another point he records that Mora Tower “ought to have two stars in any Baedeker” (233). Lang’s gradual shift from an aesthetic relish for the sights of Islandia towards a more substantial engagement with that culture is signaled by his participation in repairing fences and walls. The national ideology of grounding value in the land reflects at once the Islandian notions of work and ownership. Thus the landscape gives Lang a key to understanding the culture. Thus, as Michael Saler has argued, the detailed reality effects of the novel focus on the “necessity – and the difficulty – of creating an independent ‘world view’ while still being able to relate to the external reality of others.”​[23]​
Lang’s participation in the ritual of “circumambulation”, a variation on the tradition of beating the bounds, gives an early example of shared activity in surveying a farm on Dorn Island. Here space is not threatening because it is divided into cultivated areas:
The island was roughly about a mile and a third east and west and a mile north and south. We rode first to the north through the avenue of trees under which Dorn and I had come the night before, and then turned east into a great meadow, bordered at its lower edge by an embankment on which grew pollarded willows […] East of this we rode into another large meadow filled with Islandian cattle and emerged on a creek from which opened a little harbor called the “Fisherman’s” (137).
We are given a brief narrative of surveying where a local terrain is mapped out precisely and where routes (avenue of trees, creek) harmonize with the natural expanse and supply borders. The action is shared in that Lang participates in a local ritual which tacitly celebrates orderly agriculture. 
Sexual Relations
Lang’s exploration of Islandia is motivated by three romances and the main critical discussion of the novel has tended to focus on its depiction of sexual relations. In her teens the novelist Anne McCaffrey was drawn to the narrator, “who learns to see women as human beings entitled to sexual desire and who, like men, need a purpose or career.”​[24]​ Verlyn Flieger makes a similar point in praising the novel for its “recognition of women as human beings rather than as mere adjuncts to men,” and she rightly stresses the complexities of Lang’s sexual relationships throughout the novel.​[25]​ This argument has been developed by Naomi Jacobs, who demonstrates how Wright breaks free of the “contradictions created when utopian desire is narrated as or through erotic desire.”​[26]​
	Jacobs’ analysis helpfully clarifies the different phases which Wright gives to Lang’s experiences. Although he travels to Islandia in search of novelty, his subsequent emotions are directed towards three young women, the first being Dorn’s sister. At one point Dorna symbolically sits in the threshold of a building, as if ushering Lang into a new realm. Indeed, he all too easily slides in his thoughts from the woman to her country: “Loving Dorna, I adopted Islandia as my home. I loved Islandia” (273). At this stage it is debatable how much he understands either. Shortly before the last statements, he compares Dorna to “Red Riding Hood in dark-blue” (271), fancifully rendering her as fairy-story image.​[27]​ However, Dorna dramatically demonstrates her adult sexuality to Lang when they swim together naked. It seems as if she personifies the landscape to his admiring gaze until she refuses to marry him because of a family commitment to the son of the king. For Jacobs, this decision dismantles the “conventional structure of desire” and forces Lang to look elsewhere.​[28]​
	His second choice is a weaver named Nattana, different in rank but still identified with Islandia. As the attraction between the two moves towards consummation, Lang plays a role in defending Islandia from invasion and once again identifies woman and land through his adopted role as protector. His persistently pictorial imagination leads him to compose an image of Nattana with the vivid colours of a Preraphaelite painting:
Nattana sat in her usual light way, a compact graceful figure, one knee over the other and her upper foot pointed out. She was sewing with a lamp set near her. Her head was a little bent, and the light on her hair made every red and golden thread glisten (503).
It is as if she is posed for his delight, a “sturdy little girl” rather than an adult. However, it is through her actions and voice that Nattana demonstrates her independence of Lang’s static images. She makes clothes for him, which implicitly questions whether his commitment to Islandia is more than superficial. And she asks him to describe American life for her, an account which produces confusion and an ultimate refusal to live there. The romance founders because Nattana is determined to retain her independence. Her craft ties her in with the commercial motifs of the novel since the American methods of mass production would put her out of work. It demonstrates the close linkage between romance and commerce that after his return to the USA, Lang sends her a Singer sewing machine, one of the key implements which helped open up Japan to the American market, a process explicitly referenced in the novel.
	Lang’s third and final choice for partner is the American Gladys Hunter, like him already disenchanted with her life. In a new reversal, “Lang himself becomes the Islandian guide and Gladys the sceptical stranger.”​[29]​ Like her predecessors, she forcefully challenges every assertion of Lang’s, making their exchanges far more dramatic than the usual expository dialogue of older utopias. It is in this section that the discussion of love becomes the most involved as Lang attempts to explain the different terms in Islandian culture.​[30]​ Gladys’s dress returns us to Victorian decorum and elaborate concealment of her body. She refuses to swim naked and, when dressed in the USA, “nothing of her appeared except her head above a high collar and her hands out of long wristbands” (796). Apart from signalling cultural difference, the clothes pose a question for Lang: how well does he actually know Gladys? His mental habit of pictorial imaging is blocked by the fact that she is a painter and even after their marriage she refuses the emotional comfort that might bring. All three of Lang’s relationships are used as a medium for accessing and debating the nature of Islandian society. Marriage thus represents a goal of integration rather than a romantic aim.
Trade and the Debate over Change
Islandia is initially perceived by Lang’s uncle as opening up a “wonderful market” (25) for trade rather than overt military conquest and Lang’s appointment as consul was designed to facilitate trade. However, his hesitancy and the clear lack of progress bring him to the verge of dismissal. Lang’s foil in the novel is Robinson, a young American who, far from being troubled by the ethical implications of trade, approaches the new country in a crudely acquisitive spirit. Not only does he acquire a girl from a local brothel, he also assembles an Exhibition Ship of Western products designed to whet the Islandians’ appetite for new machines. The project never succeeds, partly because the locals have no conception of advertising. Apart from that, Dorna rejects the promise of electricity, which had become a standard feature of turn-of-the-century utopias by extending the power network into a metaphor of captivity: 
“Of course it is simpler to just press a button to make a light, but all the complications of wires stretched everywhere...” She sighed.
“There are two sides to it,” I said. You would get used to wires.”
“Never!” she cried with a laugh. “Threads going everywhere tying everyone to someone else.” (166)
The promise of closer inter-connection is interpreted as bondage.
The conceptual crux in Islandia comes when the assembly debates the “nation’s right to be individualistic” (437), specifically whether to open the nation to overseas trade. Lord Mora makes the case for increased commerce by summarizing Western culture as follows:
This civilization is still growing and changing, and for those who accept it, life is vivid, active, and various. It is spreading through the world, peopling its waste places; primitive peoples are drawn within its culture, and other civilizations have felt its impact and adopted it.  It is a great stream of irresistible power. Conscious of its strength, it knows no barriers to its extension, and, conscious of its rightness, it sees no other civilization but as its inferior. Shall Islandia stand  alone against a force so strong and so full of promise for mankind? (444)
His proposal resembles the opening of Japan in the 1850s, referred to explicitly in the novel, in proposing designated treaty ports for Western trade. When Lang discusses the proposal with the French consul, the latter reminds him of America’s “big stick” policy in seizing the land for the Panama Canal.​[31]​ 
Lord Mora describes civilization as an irresistible force of nature with a life of its own in assimilating other cultures, whereas it falls to Lord Dorn to put the counter-case, specifically to reject the suggestion that the outside world is a unity. For Lord Dorn the “disease of commercialisation and industrialism” (462) has to be resisted in the name of “family and place” (471). His argument is literally conservative in proposing methods for retaining the cherished values of the nation. His critique of novelty, speed and the whole rhetoric of “opportunity” found enthusiastic endorsement from Ursula Le Guin, who comments that “this speech might have been made in the council of any non-Western nation or people at the time of its encounter with Europeans in numbers.” ​[32]​ In place of the rhetoric of force Lord Dorn deploys tropes of depth and rootedness when he accuses the pro-Western group of being “far from natural things,” insisting that “the soil that we have is so natural and so deep that we, satisfied with our aim, are content to leave mystery mysterious” (472). The vote goes against Lord Mora.
Although Lord Mora’s proposal is voted down in the Islandia council, it is the counter-argument rather than the decision which brings Ursula Le Guin’s praise for its resistance to “this matter of ‘Westernization’ or ‘progress,’ which is perhaps the central fact of our times.”​[33]​ Le Guin’s analogy is drawn between indigenous, relatively isolated cultures and Europe, but Islandia is not at all untouched by Western influences. There are hints within the novel of centuries of contact, further fleshed out in the History and Description. Here Wright assembles a lengthy and detailed narrative of internal and external conflict, with Islandia placed on the edge of Christian expansion.​[34]​ By the sixteenth century European exploration had expanded round the world and Wright sums up recent history at the turn of the nineteenth century in terms which anticipate the action of his novel: “The events of the last hundred and five years […] mark an effort […] of European and American cultures to force themselves wholly unsought on Islandia, and a counter effort by the latter […] to retain its own systems and individuality. The answer is not yet.”​[35]​ Islandia is located within a network of steamboat routes and close to the British colony of St. Anthony. Accordingly, as Lang sails towards his destination he reflects: “I was at the edge of empire” (29).
Le Guin’s endorsement of the action of Islandia contrasts starkly with Aldous Huxley’s 1962 take on that novel in his own Island. For Jerome Meckier, Huxley was using the island location as a conscious anachronism, through which he could ridicule the latent authoritarianism in Wells’s utopias and Wright’s resistance to empire. Thus he argues that “Huxley parodied the plot governing Wright’s first five hundred pages by darkening the success for Islandia remaining un-Westernized into catastrophe for Pala.” When the latter is overrun by forces backed by Western oil companies, “Huxley exposed to ridicule Wright’s naivete [in seeming] oblivious to an island utopia’s fragility in an age of imperialism.”​[36]​
Contrary to this charge, utopia in Islandia is not a social given so much as a field for constant debate
It exists in the real world of the first decade of the twentieth century; it is in communication with other countries; it is bordered by German and British protectorates; its people have a profound sense of history […] the economy functions in a world of particularized resources influenced by the friction of distance.
In short the novel is the “antithesis of the normative model of utopia.”​[37]​
	Allusions to utopias within the novel form an integral part of its debate over social forms. At one point Lang wonders “how the Islandians came to reason in terms of the doctrine of evolution, propounded by Darwin not so very long ago” (504). The fact that they have assimilated a notion of evolution, combined with the many references to the historical past – the Christian missionaries, the incursions of the Saracens, and more recent colonizing incursions - all suggest that Islandia is not a static culture, however tenaciously they may want to cling on to cherished values. In short, it harmonizes with H.G. Wells’s assertion about the differences between classical and modern utopias, when he declares: “Change and development [in former utopias] were dammed back by invincible dams for ever. But the Modern Utopia must be not static but kinetic, must shape not as a permanent state but as a hopeful stage, leading to a long ascent of stages.”​[38]​ Wells’s model was shaped by Darwinian evolutionism and propounded in A Modern Utopia (1905), published during the first years of Wright’s composition of Islandia. His daughter further records her family’s collective excitement at reading Wells’s Outline of History (published 1919-20, around the time when Wright would have been starting work on the novel) which led them to invent their own prehistoric animals (Islandia, p. vii). 
Shortly after arriving in Islandia, Lang is recommended by his future fiancée to read a  book by John Carter Carstairs called Travels in a Modern Utopia, about which Gladys writes: “I study and study his quaint maps and pretend I am there” (52), in effect warning Lang not to yield to fancy in his reaction to the new country.​[39]​ John Carter of course is the serial protagonist of Edgar Rice Burroughs’ Mars novels. To conflate his name with an echo of Wells’s A Modern Utopia (1905) might have been a covert signal to the reader not to expect violent adventure or complex administrative discussion in Wright’s novel. More importantly, Lang reads a history of Islandia by the French consul Perier, where two broad perspectives on its culture are summarized as follows: “the Utopians were extravagant in their praise of Islandia, wishing to change their own nations to be like her. The Alterators wished to change Islandia to be like themselves” (67). Lang frankly admits that he is an Alterator, initially bringing with him cultural presumptions of progress.
In a more overtly negative spirit, his uncle dismisses Islandia as a hedonistic “emotional Utopia” (790) which has ignored higher goals of behaviour.​[40]​ Part V of Islandia describes the repeated difficulties Lang experiences in trying to readjust to American life. Apart from the incessant noise of the city, when Lang travels to Nantucket to meet Gladys, he becomes pointedly aware of the censorious observation they are both subjected to. Ironically Lang has become a success in the family business, but he figures this as a state of confinement: “I saw the picture and placed myself, John Lang, within the frame” (787). 
It is within this context of estrangement that Lang’s discussion with his uncle takes place. The latter attempts to undermine Lang’s allegiance to Islandia by declaring: “you are still one of us” (789), challenging the presumptions behind his statements. His uncle accuses Lang of having a prejudice in favour of the simple life – the Brook Farm, the Charles Wagner, the Rousseau fallacies!” (790). In effect he accuses him of the same naivete, which Hawthorne found in his satire on the Brook Farm community, The Blithedale Romance (1852), and which for him had been further popularized in Charles Wagner’s The Simple Life.​[41]​ Wagner criticized the “maze of endless complication” in contemporary life, but also warned against being deceived by a superficial simplicity REF. Lang’s uncle sneers at one of the main characteristics of Islandian life which appeals to him, namely its simplicity, as demonstrated in the style of clothes and their relaxed attitude towards nude bathing. In that respect he functions as a hostile reader of Lang’s memoirs, attacking the supposed utopian dimension of Islandia as delusion. Thus, when Lang refutes the charge, his argument that Islandian society really complex despite appearances, his words too implicitly warn the reader to look behind appearances. 
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